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Ever since Rizzi (1997), many scholars of word order effects due to focalization have assumed the 

existence of a unique left-peripheral FocP projection dedicated to contrastive foci. Even when 

visually in-situ, these foci are claimed to obligatorily move to the specifier of FocP in ordered to be 

identified as focused (Rizzi 2017:335-336, 2018:150-152, Bianchi 2019).  

Semantically, focalization does not need movement to FocP. Rooth’s alternative semantics model 

successfully calculates the focus value of focused constituents even if they remain in-situ (Rooth 

1992, Wagner 2020: section 3.16). My talk explores a set of constructions where focalization in the 

specifier of FocP is impossible for structural reasons, leaving focalization in-situ as the only 

possible analysis.  

For example, hanging topics are uncontroversially assumed to be base-generated above FocP 

(Benincà 2001, Benincà & Poletto 2004, Giorgi 2015) or as an unintegrated orphan constituent 

(Shaer & Frey 2004). As such, they are unable to move to FocP and, therefore, ought to be unable 

to focalize. Instead, as expected of focalization can occur in-situ, focalization remains possible; see 

(1B) in dialogue (1). Incidentally, hanging topics systematically require clitic-doubling even when 

focused, challenging the assumption that focus is necessarily incompatible with clitic-doubling.  

(1)  A: Tu   non parli  abbastanza con  tuo  figlio. 

 You  not speak  enough   with your son 

 ‘You do not speak enough with your son.’ 

 B:  Mio MARITOHT,F, non ci parlo  abbastanza! Non  mio figlio.  

   My husband, (I) not cl speak  enough!   Not  my son 

   ‘I do not speak enough with my HUSBAND. Not my son.’ 

A second example: contrastive foci can occur in interrogative clauses, see the second sentence in 

(2). This is expected if these foci can focus in-situ, but it is predicted impossible if they must move 

to specFocP, since this specifier is here filled by the wh-phrase.  

(2)   Va   bene, Anna  parla   oggi.  Ma  quandowh parla  MARIAF? 

  Goes well,  Ann   speaks  today. But  when    speaks Mary? 

  ‘Ok, Ann speaks today. But when will Mary speak?’ 

Third: interrogative clauses can be focused. See (3), where both sentences are uttered by a teacher 

speaking to her students and correcting the question uttered in (a) with that in (b). Focalization in 

specFocP is impossible because FocP here lies inside the focused sentence. Focalization instead 

remains unproblematic under focalization in-situ where the top projection can be marked with a 

focus feature.  

(3) a.  Quale potenze straniere hanno interferito nelle  elezioni Italiane?  

   Which powers  foreign   have interfered in-the elections Italian 

   ‘Which foreign powers interfered with the Italian elections?’  

 b. Anzi.  [Cosa ha fatto l’Italia per  difender-si dalle interferenze russe?]F 



      Or-Rather. What  has done the=Italy to to-defend-self from-the interferences Russian?  

    ‘Or rather. What did Italy do to defend itself from Russian interferences?’ 

Fourth, focused verbal heads, like ‘CHIAMATO’ in reply (4B) in dialogue (4), are expected if 

focalization can occur in-situ, but problematic if requiring movement to specFocP. Heads cannot 

move to specifier positions and the auxiliary ‘ha’ blocks head-movement to the head of FocP.  

(4) A: Marco ha  incontrato Maria.  

 Mark  has met     Mary. 

 ‘Mark met Mary.’ 

 B: No. Marco ha CHIAMATOF Maria. Non    l’HA  incontrata.  

 No. Mark  has called      Mary. (He) not cl=has met.  

 ‘No. Mark CALLED Mary. He did not meet her.’ 

Fifth, the uniqueness of FocP predicts at most one focus per clause. Yet, multiple foci are possible, 

see (5) and the related growing body of literature (e.g. Krifka 1991, Beck & Vasishth 2009, Wagner 

2009, 2020). Multiple foci are unexpected under FocP but unproblematic under focalization in-situ. 

(5)    Con  MARTAF ha  giocato  MARCOF. 

  With Marta,   has  played  Mark. 

  ‘As for who played with MARTA, rather than other people, MARK played with her.’   

The talk will provide several additional examples across all the above constructions, including the 

focused clitic-doubled hanging topics examined in (1), which, to the best of my knowledge, have 

not yet been discussed in the focalization literature. It will also examine the theoretical 

consequences for genuine instances of left-peripheral foci, exploring the possibility that these foci 

move leftwards to escape a discourse-given destressed clause (Samek-Lodovici 2015) or to mark 

the domain of contrast (Neeleman et al 2009), rather than in order to reach specFocP.  
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